Differential effects of pre-tension on shear wave propagation in elastic media with different boundary conditions as measured by magnetic resonance elastography and finite element modeling.
Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) can non-invasively determine material stiffness based on the propagating shear wavelength. Shear wave propagation in a finite homogenous isotropic material can be affected by multiple factors. In this study we examined the effects of pre-tension and frequency on MRE shear measurements of gel phantoms with different boundary conditions, frequencies, and geometries. Results from MRE measurements were compared to wave motion theory in elastic solids and qualitatively to a finite element (FE) model. Results indicated that boundary conditions, geometry and pre-tension are important factors to be considered when performing MRE tests on a finite material, and that FE modeling can help explore how the shear wave propagation is affected under various boundary conditions and axial stresses, among other potential factors.